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If the function 

V(x, s, t) =exp (s+t-xt/s) 

is expanded as a double series of powers of s and t, we have 

00 

V = J: (-x)"jr! 
r=O 

00 

J: ,,-, /j! 
j=O 

00 

J: (H'/k!. 
k=O 

(1) 

(2) 

·Replace j-r and k+r, respectively, by m and n, when after re

arrangement, justified by the absoll!-te convergence of the above 

series: it follows that 

00 00 

exp (s+t-xt/s) J: J: · S"' tn Fn'"(x), 
m= -oo n=O 

(3) 

where 

Fn'"(x) = 1F1 (-n; m+l; x)/(m!n!) = Ln"'(x)/(m+n) !, (4) 

Lnm(x) being the associated :Laguerr.e, a function of frequent occurrence 

in quantum' mechanics and other branches of applied mathematics. 

See Schiff (l], page 84, for examp_l~. 

The double generating function (3) is rather curious in that its right

hand member is partly bilateral and partly unilateral. 
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If this expression is multiplied by si1t 11 , where p and q are integers, 

it follows by double integration about Small circuits about the origin 

in the s- and I- planes, that 

Ln"'(x) = (m+.n~ ! HO+) f (O+ l 8-m-1 1-n-1 
(2m) ;, . 

exp (s+t-xt/s)ds dt. (5) 

See Whittaker and Watson [2], page 353. 

This note is concluded· by indicating for1nulae whereby integral 
powers of x may be expanded as double series of associated Laguerre 
polynomials. 

Firstly. we note that 

V(x, x/2,x/2) = 1, 

and that 

= o'V = (1-x/s)' V '= E of' rn= -oo 

n=O 

(-/)' (-n), ym tn-' Fn'•(x). 

Put ·S = 't = ·x/2 iiito 'this result, and obtain the expansion 

= 
xr = 2r E 

·m= .;._oo 

n=O 

for r = 0, I, 2, .... 

(-n), (x/J)m+n Ln"'(x)/(m+n) !, 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

A s·econd set of expansions also exists which may be obtained in a 

,simi:Jar manner :by -laking successive partial ·de·rivatives With respect 

't<ns •of •the 'gen'efating ·relation {3), again letting s~t =x/2 in the. 

various results. The general fomula of these expansions has not,_so far 

·been obtained, and the•expansions ofthe p.owers ·•6Lx up to ;<4 now 
follow: 
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and 

= 
3x/2 = 2: m(x/2)m+• Ln'"(x)/(m+n) !, 

m= -:-oo 
n.=O 

= 
9x2/4 - 2x = I: m(m-1) (x/2)"'+• Ln"'(x)/(m+n) !, 

m=-= 
n=O 

= 
27x3/8 - 9x2 + 6x = J; 

ni= -oo 

n=O 

8lx4/f6 - 9x3 + 48x2 - 24x = 

00 

m(m--1) (m-2) (x/2)'"'" 

L,'"(x) /(m+n) ! 

[149 

J; m(m-1) (m-2) (m-3) (x12)'"+nLn'"(x)/(m+n)!. (9) 
nz= -oo 

n=O 
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